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fleet management software



Geotab™ is in the business of helping our customers increase 
revenues through the implementation of Fleet Management 

technology that drastically reduces fleet expenditure. 

the fleet management software
suite of choice

A small Geotab™ device, hidden in the vehicle, is in constant communication with 
the GPS satellites. It records information that includes the vehicle’s position, GPS 
speed and time. The satellite information that is obtained on a second-by-second  
basis is recorded on the accident reconstruction memory and simultaneously  
processed through the Intelligent Logging Processor. 

The resultant ‘clutter-free’ data is sent through a GPRS modem to our Server Farm 
in Gallo Manor, Johannesburg.

so how do we do it?

This brochure is printed on FSC certified paper. All logos are Copyright © of there respective companies.  For more detailed information about Geotab Products 
please scan the QR Code above

Comprehensive mapping options 
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real time location

It’s as simple as clicking on the vehicle in question and requesting ‘Show on Map’ 
and the vehicle in question is displayed on the map. Should the requirement be to 
view the data live a further click on ‘Live’ and the vehicle data is displayed live, as 
it comes into the Checkmate™ database.

Trip History is stored in Checkmate™ for you to recreate trips for historic analysis if 
required. Trips can be displayed on a range of map choices to suit your needs. When 
using Geotab™ Driver ID keys, trips can be shown for fleets or individual drivers. 

For fleet operations with multiple groups – EMS, public works, utility or large  
corporates each vehicle is assigned to a unique group. All fleets are maintained in 
a single Checkmate™ database. 

To quickly identify needed assets, the end-user makes use of the Highlight Groups 
feature. Every fleet vehicle sends a daily heartbeat [including battery voltage] so 
you can account for the health of all vehicles.

CS41 on Tuesday, July 06, 2011 at 9:01:24 AM for 26m46s in Geotab Parking 
Zone Stopped
Administration, All, Mobile - On Call, North Region
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Using our Garmin integration, it is a simple process to  
route a vehicle directly to an address. Added functionality 

caters for allocating a route to the nearest available vehicle 
while it’s driving, allowing for almost-instant reaction to 

changing circumstances during the working day.  

on-the-fly routing

If dispatch needs an update, they can send a status update request to a single  
vehicle [or multiple vehicles] directly from Checkmate™

Of course, with Garmin the ability to route a Driver to a specific address is an impor-
tant feature. Geotab™ has written the functionality into Checkmate™ that allows 
dispatch to enter a number of predetermined stops [or Zones within Checkmate™] 
and send this data to the vehicle directly.

On receipt of the data the Garmin device plans the route and displays the various 
stops for the Driver. It is then a simple acknowledgement by the Driver that he ac-
cepts the route and the Garmin directs the Driver in line with the calculated route.

Checkmate™ will report deviation from the planned route.

Messages can be sent to a single vehicle, a group, or all vehicles. 

Once sent, the GPS Text Messages screen in Checkmate™ will show dispatch the time 
when the message was read by the Driver – and the time when the Reply was sent.

message tracking
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precise trip recording

The Geotab™ devices record trip data using X-Act™, our patented Intelligent Log-
ging Processor. This gives the fleet owner the highest possible trips resolution at 
the lowest GPRS cost. 

Turns, stops and speeds are captured to recreate fleet trips with precision.

Accuracy is the guiding principle of Geotab’s offering, it is our belief that you cannot 
manage fleets of vehicles unless the data is of a standard that can be upheld in a 
court of law. 

In a recent independent test a trip using a standard Geotab™ device a trip accuracy 
of over 99.9% was recorded [Geotab™ recorded distance versus the actual distance 
of the route travelled].

To date we have represented our Customers in both the Labour Courts of South 
Africa and the CCMA on innumerable occasions as an Independent Expert. This is 
an added value service we offer to our Customers.

The automatic Vehicle Health Check includes an easy to analyse diagnostic. With 
the daily heartbeat feature, the system can alert fleet managers to vehicles that are 
reporting heartbeats but are not being driven, identifying under-utilised vehicles in 
the fleet. 

Note that it is useful to Group vehicles by territory, work type and other categories 
for summary reporting.

Nick Hart in SH 685 6RK on Tuesday, July 06,2011 at 9:24:25 AM for 21m31s 
in Ontare Zone 
Stopped 
SH 685 6RK
All, North Region, Second Harvest

daily vehicle health check
x-act™



4™

5™

If installing with our engine diagnostics option, the Geotab™ platform will request 
the vehicle’s VIN number and odometer reading. 

Engine service hours and mileage are used for maintenance reminders. The unique 
Driver Feedback feature enables you to select how you want the technology to  
interact with your drivers to best effect safer and green driving habits. 

The ‘enable Driver ID Key’ alert is used to remind Drivers to ID before each trip!

Prioritize vehicles for repair based on their active diagnostic faults. Depending on 
your engines, they will also produce a range of useful engine use information this 
is CAN Protocol dependent. 

Focusing on predictive engine health saves our Customers downtime, money and 
the inconvenience associated with breakdowns. It also allows for a Greener fleet.

The Log Details Report demonstrates the leading accuracy and description of the 
Geotab™ platform. 

Each log record includes a Reason why the log was recorded and includes the  
ignition status of the vehicle along with date/time and speed. 

Geotab™ devices include a second-by-second accident data feature that details the 
last 100 minutes of a trip. This gives our Customers 6, 000 data logs that can be 
analysed in the minutest of detail in the case of an accident.

vehicle setup and driver feedback

engine predictive maintenance

recoding measures and reasons



Distribution options include text messages, e-mail, Windows pop-up display,  
Garmin display or the triggering of an auto-Garmin Status update. 

Ensure vehicle inspection by requesting an Update after leaving the yard!

Geotab™ understands that Zones make reports simpler to understand for GPS fleet 
management. Use the Import Zones wizard to include customer, office, gas station, 
rest stop, warehouse or other Zone Groups. 

New Zone Expiration Feature: This is a feature mostly used in short-term contracting, 
allowing for an end-date to the validity of a Zone. 

Whether importing or manually drawing zones, you can assign the zone to a 
uniquely colored group of similar zones. 

Combine zones with Exception Events to get more from your zones. This is an  
extremely important function within Checkmate™, especially when combined with 
the Exception Notification function. 

A simple example is a vehicle, carrying cargo in an enclosed bay. The addition of 
a simple Auxiliary device allows for the monitoring of the cargo doors, reporting 
whenever the cargo doors are opened. The Exception can be written in such a way 
that the Exception is only generated when the cargo doors are opened outside a 
Customer Zone.

zones

Geotab™ is the leader in enabling customers to create their 
own events for management. Once you create the exception 
event, using our simple step by step wizard, you can choose 

to have the event distributed to a list. 

managing by eXception
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GEOTAB (Pty) Ltd

Block 12, Thornhill Office Park, 94 Bekker Road, Midrand
Switchboard +27 (0) 11 564 5400

0861 GEOTAB
After Hours +27 (0) 83 389 1403

info@geotab.co.za
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“the most envied  
fleet management software suite  

in the world”



Geotab™ was formed in 1998 and has been involved in the Fleet Management telematics industry since then.  
A member of the Gerber Goldschmidt Group of companies we are financially stable and enjoy a reputation of being 
the supplier of choice with a number of global corporates.

Internationally Geotab™ has local representation in some 60 countries including; North America, Australia, Africa, the 
Middle East and Europe. 

Geotab Inc. [based in Toronto], with whom we have a strategic partnership, was ranked 208 on the Technology Fast 
500 [Deloitte’s ranking of the 500 fastest growing technology companies in North America] in October 2012, marking 
the company’s second consecutive year on the list.

With over 425,000 vehicles monitored by Geotab™ worldwide, we are recognised as being the leading Fleet  
Management telematics company in the world.

Corporate offices are located in Johannesburg, Cape Town & Durban in South Africa and Dubai in the United Arab 
Emirates. Authorised distributors and dealers continue to be established to facilitate our rapid growth.

With an enviable reputation for both the accuracy of data, and virtually unbreakable hardware, Geotab™ has become 
one of the leading providers of telematics worldwide. Our success can be attributed to an obsession-like commitment 
to quality. 

We pride ourselves in the quality of our device installations. Ongoing development of hardware is strictly controlled 
ensuring that in-vehicle failure remains well below 1% of installed units [calculated cumulatively since inception  
in 1998].

Our mantra: You can’t manage what you don’t measure sums up our attitude to Fleet Management.

Geotab’s legendary journey management data, accurate to over 99.92% of distance travelled is made possible by 
X-Act™ our patented tracking algorithm that is both reactive and predictive in nature. In brief: as the vehicle moves, 
constantly changing parameters within the algorithm are breached, creating ultra-accurate log points.

For detailed information and technical specifications on our hardware and software solutions, please visit us at  
www.geotab.co.za
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